
At the Curia of Their Royal Majesties Tindal and Alberic, conducted ethereally in accordance 
with SCA, Inc. guidelines on 27 September 2020, A.S. 55, the following became East Kingdom 
Law:

(Text added is underlined; text deleted is struck through. Only revised sections are listed; all 
other sections remain unchanged)

VIII. Events
A. Kingdom Events

1.k. If an accepted bid for a Kingdom Event fails (e.g. due to loss of site) close enough to the 
event date such that a new bid cannot be published in Pikestaff by the applicable 
deadline, and if the event must be attached to another event not originally proposed to be 
a Kingdom Event, the Crown, with approval of the Council of the Exchequer, may waive 
the claim on the profits of the event.

1.k. If a Kingdom Event must be imposed on another event which has been previously 
published in   Pikestaff   but is not already itself a Kingdom Event, due to failure of the   
original bid or scheduling constraints of the imposing Kingdom Event, the sponsoring 
local branch of the imposed-on event may petition for a full or partial waiver of the 
profit-share provision for the Kingdom Event; and the Crown, with approval of the East 
Kingdom Council of the Exchequer, may grant such waiver.

VIII. Events
B. Royal Progress Events

2. East Kingdom local branches that sponsor a Royal Progress Event which takes place on 
or after January 1, 2021 2022 shall retain 80% of the net profit as listed on the event 
financial report submitted to the Kingdom Chancellor of the Exchequer, the other 20% 
being given to the East Kingdom.

IX. Awards
A. Awards in the East Kingdom

7.       Gentles receiving an Award of Arms, Grant of Arms, or Barony of the Court; and gentles   
being elevated to any of the Patent Orders as defined in the Corpora of the SCA, Inc. and/
or East Kingdom Law, are entitled to a scroll proclaiming such status. All other scroll 
entitlements for East Kingdom orders and awards are specified in their relevant sections 
of East Kingdom Law.

IX. Awards
F. Orders of Honor 

1.b. Except as otherwise expressly stated below, scrolls for induction into an Orders of Honor
are optional is traditionally accompanied by a token rather than a scroll.


